People vary widely in their temporal orientation-how often they emphasize the past, present, and future-and this affects their finances, health, and happiness. Traditionally, temporal orientation has been assessed by self-report questionnaires. In this paper, we develop a novel behavior-based assessment using human language on Facebook. We first create a past, present, and future message classifier, engineering features and evaluating a variety of classification techniques. Our message classifier achieves an accuracy of 71.8%, compared with 52.8% from the most frequent class and 58.6% from a model based entirely on time expression features. We quantify a users' overall temporal orientation based on their distribution of messages and validate it against known human correlates: conscientiousness, age, and gender. We then explore social scientific questions, finding novel associations with the factors openness to experience, satisfaction with life, depression, IQ, and one's number of friends. Further, demonstrating how one can track orientation over time, we find differences in future orientation around birthdays.
Introduction
How much one emphasizes the past, present, or future is predictive of many human factors such as occupational and educational success, engagement in risky behavior, financial stability, depression, and health (Boyd and Zimbardo, 2005; . However, studies on the human experience of time are filled with diverse measurement methods (Strathman and Joireman, 2005) , mostly involving questionnaires which are expensive to administer multiple times or at scale and can be subject to confounds when compared to other questionnaire based assessments.
Text mining and language processing techniques can provide a more objective and scalable measurement of temporal orientation, one's tendency to emphasize the past, present, or future. Whereas most prior computational linguistics and text mining temporal studies have focused on events, there has been a lack of work looking at the temporal orientation of people. Such measures, which were not practical before the growth of social media, can open many avenues of large-scale psychological discovery into the consequences of temporal orientation and yield applications such as targeted marketing, loan repayment forecasting, understanding economic patterns, or even quantified self-help tools to encourage more future-mindedness.
In this paper, we develop a temporal orientation measure based on language in social media. The measure uses a message-level classifier of past, present, and future, aggregated over users to create user-level assessments. We evaluate the messagelevel classifier over hand annotated data and the derived user-level model against known human correlates of temporal orientation: conscientiousness, age, and gender. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first paper to study a language-based measure of user-level temporal-orientation.
Our contributions include: (a) the introduction of the task of extracting human temporal orientation from their language use, (b) methodological evaluation and feature engineering for the task, and (c) novel social scientific applications and findings. To-ward (a) and (b), we find that achieving the task is non-trivial as we build on and diverge from related computational linguistics tasks (e.g. time expression recognition) and utilize a classifier capturing nonlinear relationships and interactions. Towards (c), we show how our measure usefully informs psychological theory by relating our human assessments to other psychological variables at a scale not easily explored, and by tracking changes in temporal orientation over time.
Background
Researchers and philosophers have long been interested in the subjective experience of time: how individuals relate to their past, are mindful of their present, and envision their futures (James, 1890; Lewin, 1942) . Similarly, computational studies have a rich history on extracting temporal relationships beginning decades ago (Allen, 1983) . Here, we provide some background on temporal orientation's broader relevance, on computational techniques used to extract temporal information from text, and on related user-level prediction tasks.
Temporal orientation and its correlates. Studies on the human subjective experience of time are filled with diverse measurement methods, varying in their emphasis on cognitive, affective, and/or motivational aspects. 1 Decisions are influenced by the past, present, and mental simulations of possible futures .
One widely studied aspect of subjective time is temporal orientation, or an individual's tendency to habitually emphasize past, present, or future temporal frames (Boyd and Zimbardo, 2005) . Understanding how and why individuals differ in their temporal orientation, can, for example suggest how they can achieve favorable outcomes in areas of life that require substantial long-term planning, including education, higher status occupations, and physical health Boyd and Zimbardo, 2005; Steinberg et al., 2009) .
Consistent links have been established between temporal orientation and a psychological factor associated with planning, health, and risky behav-1 For a review, see Strathman et al., 2005. iors: the personality trait of conscientiousness. Conscientious individuals are characterized as selfdisciplined, orderly, planful, and reliable (Roberts et al., 2013) . Past research has established that highly conscientious people exhibit more future-and less present-oriented Webley and Nyhus, 2006; Adams and Nettle, 2009 ). We use a measure of conscientiousness from the wellestablished "Big-five" or Five Factor Model of personality (Goldberg, 1990; McCrae and John, 1992) . The other four factors, extraversion (e.g. active, outgoing, talkative), agreeableness (e.g. kind, trusting, generous), neuroticism (e.g. touchy, anxious, depressive), and openness (e.g. intellectual, artistic, insightful), have been found to have little connection with temporal orientation .
Other studies have established consistent links between temporal orientation and demographic characteristics. In particular, as one ages they think less about the immediate present and more about the future (Friedman, 2000; Nurmi, 2005; Steinberg et al., 2009) , and females tend to think a bit more about the future than males (Keough et al., 1999) . However, detailed age trends are not well understood, with studies mostly focusing on adolescents or collegeaged students.
For many other important outcomes, such as happiness or well-being, past research leaves us unclear as to the relationship with temporal orientation. Some suggest future-oriented individuals are happier as they engage in more provident behaviors such as saving money and establishing healthier habit (Desmyter and De Raedt, 2012; Diener et al., 2013) . This is supported by the connection between future orientation and less depression . However, others argue that emphasis on the future inhibits ones ability to reflect wisely on the past and savor present experiences (Boniwell et al., 2010) . Our study explores this relationship at an unprecedented scale, utilizing the Satisfaction with Life Scale (Diener et al., 1985) and the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, the CES-D (Radloff, 1977) . We also look at previously unexplored variables, IQ and number of friends, for which links with temporal orientation seem plausible (e.g. one might suspect it is smart to think about the future, or wonder if one's reflection on the past is related to their popularity as measure by number of friends).
Related work. Studying temporal language is by no means new to the field of computational linguistics (or NLP). Most recently, time annotation has gained greater interest with a successive sequence of three SemEval tasks (TempEval-1, -2 and -3).
The SemEval competitions have provided data sets that facilitate the comparison of different methods for evaluating time expressions, events, and temporal relations (Verhagen et al., 2007; Verhagen et al., 2010; UzZaman et al., 2013) . Such research on temporal text analysis generally focuses on determining when events start and end or how they relate temporally to each other; specific goals include information extraction of time-dependent facts from news media (Ling and Weld, 2010; Talukdar et al., 2012) , or extracting personal histories in social media (Wen et al., 2013) . In contrast, our goal is to find the temporal orientation of people.
Of the numerous TempEval tasks, we build upon those which identify time expressions and resolve their expressed time and date relative to the time of writing (e.g. the time expression 'yesterday' in a document written on January 15, 2014 is resolved as January 14, 2014). Many methods have been used, ranging from hand-crafting rules to machine learning models. Unlike other areas of natural language processing where stochastic techniques dominate, rule-based systems have been quite competitive in time expressions recognition, especially in less domain dependent settings or for relaxed matching tasks (UzZaman et al., 2013) .
A number of useful toolkits have been produced for temporal text analysis (Verhagen et al., 2005; Ling and Weld, 2010; Chang and Manning, 2012) . In this work, we use Stanford University's rulebased temporal tagger, SUTime, which geve accuracy in line with the state-of-the-art systems at identifying time expressions at TempEval (Chang and Manning, 2012) . 2 SUTime, built on top of Stanford's part-of-speech and named entity taggers, la-bels times, durations, intervals, and relative times compared to the time at which the document was written.
Our work fits a growing tradition of computational work to better understand people based on their online behavior. Much of this type of work uses human properties to better perform traditional computational linguistics tasks, while others focus particularly on predicting user attributes. User network information has been used for tweet summarization or filtering (Panigrahy et al., 2012; Chang et al., 2013; Feng and Wang, 2013) .
Others utilize psychological knowledge about people, such as exploiting the human tendency to report more positive extreme feelings than negative in order to improve on sentiment analysis (Guerra et al., 2014) . Toward attribute prediction, a large proportion of works have focused on demographics (Argamon et al., 2009; Goswami et al., 2009; Burger et al., 2011; Al Zamal et al., 2012; Bergsma et al., 2013; Sap et al., 2014) . and personality prediction (Mairesse et al., 2007; Iacobelli et al., 2011; Schwartz et al., 2013; Park et al., 2015) .
Human temporal orientation, as we study it here, differs from previous studies of user attribute prediction in that temporal orientation calls for consideration of additional language features (some more sophisticated, such as time expressions), and exploration of classification techniques (e.g. that can capture non-linear relationships or interactions). We also add multidisciplinary applications, showing not just how accurately our models predict, but also studying how temporal orientation relates to other factors, for example, by weighing in on conflicting literature as to whether people who are more futureoriented are more satisfied with their life.
Method
We develop a methodology for measuring a given social media user's temporal orientation. First, we build a classifier to label whether a message discusses the past, present, or future, and then we quantify users' temporal orientation as the percentage of their messages in each category.
We train a variety of supervised classifiers and explore many features in order to label the temporal class of a social media message. Because this task is new, it is not clear what classification technique is ideal (for example, it is possible that present orientation is best captured with non-linear relationships), so we explore four techniques: logR: (logistic regression). We use regularized logistic regression (equivalent to maximum entropy) (Fan et al., 2008; Bishop, 2006) . From crossvalidation over the training data, we chose L1 penalization (α||β|| 1 ).
lSVC, rSVC: (support vector classification).
Compared to logR, support vector machines offer non-linear kernel functions (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) , and large-margin optimization for class split. We consider both a linear kernel (lSVC) and a radial basis function kernel (rSVC). From cross-validation over the training data, we chose L1 penalization for lSVC and L2 (α||β|| 2 ) for rSVC.
ERTs: (forest of extremely randomized trees).
This technique uses an ensemble of decision trees in which both the feature and cut-point are chosen at each node from a randomly generated set of possible options (Geurts et al., 2006) . Such an approach can handle both interactions and non-linear relationships, at the expense of a larger search space. From cross-validation over our training data, we set the following algorithm parameters: we build 1,000 decision trees, using the Gini impurity measure when choosing splits (as opposed to entropy), and selecting each node's feature threshold from among square-root of the total features.
All classifications algorithms were implemented using the scikit-learn toolkit (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . Multi-classication over binary classifiers (logR, lSVC, rSVC) was achieved using a series of one-v-rest classifiers.
We explore five language-based features:
ngrams: 1 to 3 token sequences. Messages are tokenized using the happierfuntokenizing tool 3 which captures common social media tokens such as emoticons, hashtags, and user handles. Features are encoded simply as binary indicators for whether the ngram appears in the message.
time exs: The mean difference between the resolved date-time of all time expressions and the date-time in which the message was posted. Time expressions are labeled via Stanford's SUTime annotator (Chang and Manning, 2012) , discussed previously. Specific features recorded include the temporal difference itself (e.g. -2.5 for "two and half days ago"), its base 2 log (log(1 + value)), its absolute value, total number of time expressions, and binary variables indicating if any past, present, or future expressions appear in the text. We also include binary features for each of the named-entity time tags for the time expression provided by SUTime (e.g. "future ref", "present ref", "next immediate").
POS tags:
The relative frequency of each part-ofspeech tag. Tagging is done via Stanford's part-ofspeech tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003 ). Stanford's tagger does not have explicit social media tags, but we are most interested in capturing tense which it does well. 4 Also, it is already being used as part of SUTime. Each part-of-speech tag is encoded as the frequency of tag usage (f req(tag, msg)) divided by the total number of tokens in the message (tokens msg ):
The relative frequency of categories, based on the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary (Pennebaker et al., 2007) . We use the 2007 version of LIWC which includes 64 categories of psychologicallyrelevant language, including past, present, and future verb categories. The features are encoded as the frequency with which a word from a category (cat) appeared in the message (msg) divided by the total tokens in the message (tokens msg ):
|tokens msg | Status R1 R2 R3 Maj :) today was actually pretty good pa pa pa pa is listening to The Sad Cafe by The Eagles! pr pr pr pr considering checking out base jumping and parkour some time in the future XP fu fu fu fu I just watched Oprah and am posting what it was about. pa pr pa pa really wanted a snow day, but probably not going to get one tomorrow. now homework.
pr fu fu fu Another day of great restraint.
pa pa pr pa lengths: mean size of 1grams and number of tokens in the post.
We found it useful to use a modest variety of feature types and to build on existing work that labels time expressions. While one might expect time expression features to be extremely valuable for this task, we found only 15% of Facebook messages contain them, even though many more communicate a focus on the past or future through other means (e.g. tense or semantic information). All features were limited to those mentioned in at least 0.05% of messages.
At the user-level, we produce three categories of temporal orientation, defined simply as the proportion of a user's total messages (msgs(user) all ) classified in the given temporal category (tc ∈ {past, present, f uture}):
We generate three separate variables (summing to one), rather than a single variable temporal index, in order to capture non-linear relationships (i.e., the potential for the present to correlate in the opposite direction of both the past and future). All of our user analyses are based on 100 randomly selected messages from each user.
Data collection and labeling
We use three social media datasets: the training set, test set, and user set. The training set consists of 4,302 Twitter and Facebook annotated messages. The test set is a random subset of 500 annotated Facebook messages, representative of messages we will apply our model. Finally, the user set contains 531,893 messages from Facebook users with known age, gender, personality, satisfaction with life, depression, IQ and number of Facebook friends. We derived the test set from the user set in order to establish accuracies of our model over the application domain.
Training set. Our training data consists of both Facebook and Twitter messages. For Facebook, 3,000 status updates, sent between March 2009 and October 2011, were randomly sampled from users of the MyPersonality application Quercia et al., 2012) , who also provided their age and gender. For Twitter, 3,000 messages were sampled from the 1% random stream provided by Twitter during September 2012. Three annotators, undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania, independently labeled the temporal orientation of each message. Messages were labeled in units of days past or future (adapted from Liberman et al. (2007)). For example, -7 would be a week ago, −1 / 24 would be an hour ago, 0 would be now (present), and 365 would be a year from now. Inter-annotator agreement, as the intraclass correlation coefficient (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) , was 0.85. Ratings were averaged into a single "time from now" index. For the purposes of this study we then discretized the data into past (mean rating < 0), present (mean rating = 0), or future (mean rating > 0). Annotation of the 6,000 messages took approximately 150 human hours.
When rating, messages were marked 'NA' when they appeared to come from a bot or were composed of song lyrics or quotations. (Removing unoriginal content was desired for the consumer behavior research for which the messages were first labeled.) For our purposes, in order to maximize the training set size, we only removed messages when all three raters chose 'NA', such that there was no average rating available for the message. The resulting final training set consisted of 4,302 total messages (2,009 tweets; 2,293 Facebook status updates). Since our application of the data does not include a manual filtering of messages, we created a separate message test set with no filtering in order to accurately evaluate our classifier in the application's setting (below).
Test set. Evaluating our classifiers over our annotated training set would not yield an accurate assessment of the performance when applied to the user set (described next). Therefore, we randomly selected 500 statuses from the user set as our message test set. reposts of others' statuses and comments on other people's posts, and we found only 2 of the 500 random messages were made by apps (users still choose whether or not to post these to their walls). Three annotators independently classified each status message as predominantly talking about the past, present, or future. The overall rating for each message was determined by a majority vote (when there was a tie: i.e., one of each class, present was used). Agreement among these raters, calculated as the intraclass correlation coefficient, was 0.83. One might suggest some messages do not have a temporal class (e.g. does "I like Selena Gomez" have a predominant temporal class?). 6 Such messages would be marked as 'present' in our annotation scheme. Thus, one might consider our present class to encompass both a present and "non-temporal" class. User set. Human-level data is used to evaluate our model toward understanding the relationship between human temporal orientation and individual characteristics (e.g. demographics, personality). Thus, this data spans both message and user levels, from consenting participants, in the MyPersonality Facebook study .
We used five subsets of the MyPersonality data in order to capture various psychological and behavioral variables: user subset 1: gender, age, and personality; user subset 2: satisfaction with life, user subset 3: depression, user subset 4: IQ, and user subset 5: number of friends. For our first subset, gender, age, and personality variables are well represented in the dataset, so we created a stratified sample over 1,520 users. We sampled equal proportions of males and females across 4-year age bins from 13 to 60 (i.e., ages [13, 16] , [17, 20] , . . . , [57, 60] ), which provides gender-and age-controlled correlations for each personality factor (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism).
Other variables are more limited. Thus, instead of cre- 6 We attempted to include a non-temporal class and found disagreement. Some argue that every message has a temporal class (e.g. "I like Selena Gomez" is truly signalling present).
ating stratified samples, these three subsets include users for whom gender and age information is also available: 1,565 in the case of satisfaction with life, 268 for the CES-D depression scale, 898 for IQ and, 1,000 in the case of number of friends. The gender and age data is then included as covariates in regression analyses to find the relationship between these variables and temporal orientation, controlled for demographics. In all five subsets of the user set, we randomly sample 100 messages from each user in order to determine their temporal orientation. Table 1 shows example status updates along with ratings. As evidenced from the rater agreement, most status updates were fairly easy to determine. Some messages have explicit temporal phrases (e.g. "in the future") while others are more subtle (e.g. relying on verb tense: "is listening ..."). Others, such as the bottom three examples, might reference multiple temporal classes or not include clear verb tense and thus rely on the raters' judgements for what is most dominant.
Evaluation
We evaluate our past, present, and future message classifier as well as its features. All models were trained over our training set and evaluated over the test set. Table 2 compares accuracy of various types of classifiers: logistic regression (logR), linear support vector classifier (lSVC), support vector classifier with rbf kernel (rSVC), and a forest of extremely randomized trees (ERTs). We saw best results from the ERTs classifier, suggesting some of its benefits (capturing non-linear relationships or interactions among features) may help this problem. We also see, from the F1 scores, that all classifiers found the future class most difficult to predict; this was the smallest class and likely subject to the most bias against. All classifiers performed significantly better than the most frequent class baseline with an error reduction of 41% in the case of ERTs (p < 0.001 from paired t-test on absolute errors). We selected the ERTs classifier for the remaining experiments. Table 3 : Accuracy of our full past, present, future message classifier (top) and an ablation analysis of accuracies when removing each feature type (bottom). The most frequent class baseline (mfc) indicates accuracy if only predicting the present class. The full classifier significantly out-performed using time expressions alone (p < 0.05; bolded accuracy).
We did feature ablation analyses as shown in Table  3 . Every feature type produced improvement over the baseline and, with the exception of lengths, removing any feature resulted in reduced performance (though none strong enough to meet significance at p < 0.05). The limited reduction implies that while each feature type may contain temporal information, there is also substantial redundancy across the feature types.
Results when using time-expression alone can be considered another baseline, representing a model based entirely on previous time expression work. A reason for the large advantage of using additional features is that many temporally indicative messages did not contain any time expressions (instead expressing orientation through verb tense or semantics). Indeed, we see from Table 4 , which lists the top features for each class, that time expression features were very useful when then occurred. All feature types made it into these top ten lists.
User-level temporal orientation is trivially defined: percentage of a given user's messages that are classified as past, present, or future oriented. Thus, accuracy for each proportion is directly tied to message accuracy. Still, we validate that our approach is in line with psychological theory (discussed in Section 2) by correlating user-level temporal orientations with outcomes whose associations have been previously established: conscientiousness, age, and gender number of users; results controlled for age and gender. In particular, future orientation should be positively correlated with conscientiousness, age, and being female, while present orientation should be negatively correlated. Our results which which are consistent with the literature, can be seen in the top half of Table 5 . Among users with personality scores, we found positive correlations between future orientation and seemingly future-oriented questionnaire items: "I make plans and stick to them" (r = .16) and "I finish what I start" (r = .12). To the best of our knowledge, psychology literature has not established standard correlates of past orientation, so the correlation with age and past orientation, though not surprising, is somewhat novel.
Correlations with questionnaire measures help to establish convergent validity -i.e. our measure is empirically related to other measures in a way that is consistent with theory about the underlying constructs. However, self report questionnaires are often used for convenience, not necessarily because they are most valid (Paulhus and Vazire, 2007) . In fact, more objective or behavior-based measures in social science have been called for (Baumeister et al., 2007) .
Exploration
Here we use our language-based user measure to explore behavioral and psychological correlates of temporal orientation. Figure 1 illustrates the user-level distributions of the message classes, broken down by gender, within the stratified sample. All experiments in this section applied our measure over the user set. Within users, the mean proportions of past, present, and future messages were 0.24, 0.61, and 0.15 respectively. Among most users, the majority of messages were classified as present, while future-oriented messages were least frequent.
We compare these temporal orientations to user personality, satisfaction with life, IQ, and their number of Facebook friends. We use both Pearson correlation and linear regression (OLS) temporal orientation and other variables. In our age and gender stratified sample (1520 users), we calculate Pearson correlations between temporal orientation and age, gender, and measures of openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Because fewer users completed measures of satisfaction with life, IQ, and number of friends, we were not able to produce sufficient stratified samples, so we used ordinary least squares linear regression to fit the standardized outcome of interest to standardized temporal orientation also including standardized age and gender as covariates to adjust for their effects. The coefficient, often denoted β, for temporal orientation then represents the strength of the relationship, controlled for age and gender. Table 5 lists the correlation coefficients between temporal orientation and user attributes. We found the strongest effects for age, with patterns that are consistent with the psychological literature (Steinberg et al., 2009) . Figure 2 illustrates trends from age 13 to 60. Most notably, present orientation decreases steadily across age; past orientation steadily increases, and future orientation increases quickly throughout adolescence, slows in early adulthood, and finally levels off in late adulthood. Female users were significantly more futureoriented, slightly more past-oriented, and significantly less present-oriented than males.
For personality, we found the expected patterns of correlations with conscientiousness, but more interestingly, openness to experience was correlated with lower future orientation (beyond conscientiousness, there was no support in the literature for any of the five personality factors to correlate with temporal orientation). This is surprising when considering openness to experience is characterized by creativity and intellect (McCrae and John, 1992 ), yet IQ instead correlates with less present and more past orientation, suggesting future orientation characterizes a difference between the two.
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We found a modest yet significant positive correlation between future orientation and satisfaction with life, with future orientation associated with higher life satisfaction. On the other hand, we found a stronger negative correlation between future orientation and depression as well as a positive correlation between present orientation and depression. As previously noted, past literature was conflicting on the relationship between these factors, so our study weighs in with a behavior-based assessment in support of a future-oriented people being more satisfied in life and less depressed.
Lastly, we consider whether the use of our languagebased measure of temporal orientation can track changes over time. As a proof-of-concept, we focus on patterns around birthdays; excluding messages containing birthday terms and users turning 21, we calculated the standardized proportion of messages which were future- oriented over two weeks before and after one's birthday. We controlled for individual differences and date effects (e.g. if more people happen to be born near a holiday) by standardizing users' future orientation over all their messages and standardizing daily future orientation scores over all messages from each day. Figure 3 shows the patterns for men < 23 and ≥ 23, suggesting that younger men look forward to their birthdays while older men do not (patterns were less pronounced for women).
Conclusions
This is, to our knowledge, the first study to automatically assess individual temporal orientation through language, and it constitutes one of the largest (perhaps the largest) studies of temporal orientation. Our messagelevel past, present, and future classifier achieved an accuracy of 71.8%, well-above most frequent sense, pastsof-speech only, and time expression only baselines. The associations we found between user-level temporal orientation and conscientiousness, gender, and age validated our novel method against well-established correlates. We then explored novel links with other personality factors, satisfaction with life, depression, IQ, and number of friends.
Our automatic labeling of temporal orientation yielded strong accuracy. There are, however, several ways in which our analysis might be improved or extended. We used a coding scheme that did not allow a "no temporal orientation" class. Separate handling of "non-temporal" messages might provide more nuanced profiles of user orientation. Another simplification was our binning of temporal relations into past, present, and future. One might want to instead use a continuous measure of temporal distance, indicating how far into the past or future a message is oriented, providing a more detailed profile of individual orientations. Among the future-oriented, for example, there may be important differences between those who plan for tomorrow versus those who plan years in advance. Assessing additional characteristics of messages, such as sentiment, may also allow further insight and more nuanced characterizations (e.g. "I will be fine" vs. "I will never be ok"). Whereas prior computational linguistics work with temporal relations has focused on classifying events, we focus on people and open many avenues for social scientific investigations that were previously not very feasible. For instance, temporal orientation was generally treated as a stable trait (with little change through the lifetime); For men, we found age differences in temporal orientation leading up to one's birthday. Learning how, why, and when people become more future-oriented may inform planning and risk assessment interventions, and lead to better understanding of health and economic prosperity.
